
Troublemakers 1211 

Chapter 1211: Do your mommy's ideological work well 

 

  The night is quiet. 

  The two babies fell asleep after eating and drinking. 

   Shen Ning went to take a shower. 

  Coco, Ding Ding and Xiaoxiao are looking at a comic book together with their little heads together. 

   Li Zhenting walked in. 

   "Aren't you going to bed yet?" He cleared his voice and asked knowingly. 

  The three little ones immediately raised their heads and stared at him: 

   "Daddy, why don't you go to bed? What are you doing in our room?" 

   "Cough, cough." Li Zhenting coughed lightly, "Your room is over there, this is your mommy's room." 

   "So, let's sleep with Mommy." Ding Ding looked at him. 

"You are all so old, why are you still sleeping with Mommy? This is not good." Li Zhenting was very 

annoyed. For several nights in a row, the three little ones slept on the same bed with Shen Ning. 

Originally, he wanted to take the opportunity Doing stuff like that, but with three little light bulbs 

around, he can't do anything. 

  After Li Wanqing gave him an order tonight, he felt that his mother was right. 

   Shen Ning must be captured as soon as possible. 

  He has been a monk for several months, and if he continues like this, he doesn't know if he still has 

that function! 

   Isn't it just a woman, he doesn't believe it can't be conquered! 

   But now, the biggest obstacle is these three small light bulbs, which spend by Shen Ning's side 

every day, messing up his plans. 

  At this moment, Keke looked at him sideways as if she had seen through his thoughts: "Daddy, 

could it be that you want to sleep with Mommy?" 

   "Ahem." Li Zhenting blushed. 

   "That's too embarrassing, Daddy, you are so old and still sleeping with Mommy, we need Mommy 

at such a young age, right?" Ke Ke and Ding Ding said it was unreasonable. 

   "That's right, so, Daddy, please go to bed quickly and don't disturb us. Mommy will come right after 

taking a shower." Xiao Xiao immediately gave him an order. 

   Sleeping with Mummy these days, she is very happy and sleeps deeply every night. 



   "Yes, Daddy, go to bed quickly, there is no place for you here." Ke Ke and Ding Ding also echoed, 

and the three little ones drove him away at the same time. 

   Li Zhenting was so helpless, he suddenly asked in a low voice: "Ke Ke, Ding Ding, Xiao Xiao, do you 

want to go out and play?" 

  The three little ones immediately raised their heads at the same time, their eyeballs were black and 

shiny. 

   "Daddy, where are we going to play?" 

   "Tell you, Daddy's cruise ship has been maintained, how about our family going out to sea on a 

cruise ship?" 

   "Ah, that's really great." The three little ones spoke almost at the same time, extremely happy. 

   They like going out to sea the most! 

   "Will you catch shrimp?" 

"have." 

   "Can you catch fish?" 

"certainly." 

   "Can you make grilled sea fish with cumin?" 

"no problem." 

  … 

  The corners of the mouths of the three little ones all flowed out. 

   "Daddy, we all want to go." They raised their little hands at the same time, and their voices were 

loud. 

  Suddenly thought of something, and immediately asked: 

   "Daddy, will Mommy go?" 

  She was very worried that Mommy would not follow, it would not be fun, because Mommy would 

cook the barbecue they like to eat. 

   Li Zhenting's eyes lit up: 

   "Xiao Xiao, do you want Mommy to go with us?" 

   "Of course I do." 

"Very good, listen carefully. If you want your mommy to go out to sea with us, then you have to do your 

mommy's ideological work and let her go to the sea with us, understand?" only seduces. 

   "Okay." San Xiaozhi immediately agreed. 



   "Also, do you want me to reconcile with your mommy? Are we happy as a family?" 

   "Of course I do." 

   "Then talk more about Daddy in front of your mommy, understand? Otherwise, if Daddy and 

Mommy are separated, you won't have a good home." 

   "Well, we all get it." 

  The three little ones agreed to everything. 

  At this time, Shen Ning came out wearing a white pajamas, and when he saw that Li Zhenting was 

still here, his face sank immediately. 

   "The children are going to bed, please go out." Her voice was not a little warm. 

Chapter 1212: Just let Daddy stay with us 

 

 

   "Mummy, Daddy sleeps alone so poorly, please let him sit here for a while longer." Xiao Xiaomang 

sweetly spoke for Daddy. 

  The little guy is very smart, he didn't directly say to let Li Zhenting sleep here, but just let him sit for 

a while, so that he won't be strongly opposed by Mommy. 

   Sure enough, Shen Ning was taken aback. 

  Xiaoxiao usually knew that she didn't like their daddy, so how could she speak good things for him 

now. 

   "That's right, let Daddy accompany us." Ke Ke and Ding Ding also took the opportunity to speak. 

   Now, facing the children's requests, Shen Ning really couldn't catch up with Li Zhenting. 

   He could only stare at Li Zhenting and then stopped talking. 

  The corners of Li Zhenting's lips curled up slightly. 

   Sure enough, you have to kiss the children to be reliable! The benefits of forming a unified alliance 

are quite big! 

   "Daddy, you can sit down here, but you can't cross this line, this is our territory." Ke Ke took the 

quilt and folded a line, drawing a red line for Li Zhenting. 

  He was also worried that if Daddy really slept here, then the three of them would be miserable, and 

then they could only go back to their bedroom! 

   It's about his own interests, the little guy can still tell the difference, there is no profit to make the 

mind faint! 

  The three little guys continue to read comic books. 



   Li Zhenting sat down obediently outside the red line. 

  But when he sat down, he didn't have the mind to sit, and looked at Shen Ning from time to time. 

  Shen Ning was wearing elegant white pajamas, her hair was draped over her shoulders, and there 

was no underwear inside, and the place where he was sitting happened to be against the light, so he 

could see the looming scenery inside her. 

  He swallowed, and quietly moved closer. 

  Shen Ning originally planned to lie down and sleep directly, but when Li Zhenting sat here, he felt a 

powder keg sitting next to him. He felt hot for a while, so he raised his hand to tie up his hair, and when 

he put down his hand, he felt a sense of pressure next to him. 

   Turned his head. 

  I saw Li Zhenting staring at her with blazing eyes... the armpit 

   She stood up in shame and annoyance, and was about to let him go when the phone rang. 

   Afraid of waking up the baby, she immediately walked outside, picking up the baby as she walked. 

  The call was from Zhang Xiaoxian. 

  At this time, Zhang Xiaoxian was working as a part-time worker in a bar and just got off work. 

   "Sister, you called today to ask about Young Master Zhu, what's wrong with Young Master Zhu?" 

She asked anxiously over there. 

Zhang Xiaoxian is busy taking care of her parents and doing part-time jobs every day. The resume 

interview she submitted a few days ago was successful, so she works as a clerk in a company during the 

day and a part-time job in a hotel at night. Every day is busy. When Shen Ning called her , She was busy 

at the time, so she didn't have time to think about anything. Afterwards, she felt something was wrong, 

because Zhu Qixiong seemed to have disappeared since the last time. She also tried to call him twice, 

but he either didn't answer or turned off the phone. 

  She felt that he was a high-ranking young master in the upper class, and she was just an ordinary 

working man. He probably looked down on her and disdained to make friends with her, so she didn't 

dare to call him again. 

   "It should be fine. I suddenly wanted to find him something, but I couldn't find him. I just wanted to 

ask you." Shen Ning was afraid that she would be worried, so he smiled and answered lightly. 

   "Oh, I haven't seen him, so I don't know how he is doing now." Zhang Xiaoxian replied. 

   "I see, if I have news about him, I will call you." Shen Ning replied. 

   "Thank you, sister." Zhang Xiaoxian wanted to ask something else, but felt that it was unnecessary, 

so she could only end the conversation. 

   "Well, you're welcome." Shen Ning was full of thoughts about Zhu Qixiong, not knowing how he 

was doing now, and not in the mood to continue, so he hung up the phone sadly. 



   When turning around 

  I saw Li Zhenting standing behind, his deep eyes shining brightly in the dark night, occasionally 

bursting out murderous aura from the light. 

Chapter 1213: then i beg you now 

 

 

  She pursed her lips, lowered her head and was about to go in. 

   "Ning Ning, are you so worried about Zhu Qixiong?" Just as she was about to pass him, Li Zhenting 

asked suddenly. 

  Shen Ning froze for a moment and stopped. 

   "Yes, I am worried about him because he is my friend and helped me." 

   "Help you escape from Li's Castle? Escape from me?" His voice was sullen. 

  If Zhu Qixiong hadn't helped her escape, would he have been able to chase his wife thousands of 

miles away? 

   His fingers clenched. 

   "Yes, but when Xiaofeng wanted to do something to Xiao Keke that day, he was the one who 

helped the children." Shen Ning's extremely cold voice was very clear in the night sky. 

   Li Zhenting's body trembled, and his tightly clenched fingers loosened. 

  A man without blood relationship saved his child, and his biological father was the culprit. Based on 

this, he really has no right to say anything. 

"Li Zhenting, don't you think you owe me? Then I beg you now, please let Zhu Qixiong go. He is not a 

bad person. He is upright and selfless. , who has been treated unfairly since childhood, even if such a 

person is wrong, where can he go wrong, who is not fighting for profit these days?" 

  Shen Ning's tone suddenly changed, into a requesting tone, 

   "As long as you are willing to let him go, I can forgive your previous mistakes, allow you to see the 

children, and allow you to come to my house to spend time with the children at any time." 

   Li Zhenting stared at her closely: "Then you will forgive me, remarry me, and let's go back to Li's 

Castle to form a happy family together?" 

   "No." Shen Ning blurted out, "I can maintain the superficial love with you in front of the children, so 

that the children can grow up smoothly, but the custody of the new baby must be mine, and they must 

grow up with me." 

   "Okay, I understand." After a long time, Li Zhenting spoke word by word. 



   "Then you go to bed, it's getting late, and I'm going to take the kids to bed too." This is the first 

time, Shen Ning's tone is very calm, not so cold. 

   She left after she finished speaking. 

   Li Zhenting looked at her back, but felt very cold. 

   A woman who has changed her mind is indeed impossible to pull back with ten cows. 

  For Zhu Qixiong, she begged him for the first time. 

  But her humility did not bring him happiness but made him extremely painful. 

  He silently walked to the stone chair in the backyard and sat down, sitting motionless. 

  Coco always dreamed that someone was chasing him in his sleep. He ran around, and finally he 

couldn't run anymore, so he opened his eyes suddenly. 

  It turned out that he was about to pee, and he was in a hurry. 

  Besides, Ding Ding and Xiao Xiao are fast asleep, and Mummy is also in a deep sleep. 

  He got off the bed carefully, and walked outside in a daze. 

  Where is the toilet? 

   It should be over there. 

  He saw a bright spot flickering over there, so he walked over, took off his pants, and pulled them up 

happily. 

  When I pulled up my pants and was about to go back to sleep, I suddenly felt that something was 

wrong. The bright spot was gone, and there was actually a person sitting there. 

  He was startled, and when he was about to shout, he saw that the man turned out to be his father, 

Li Zhenting. 

  Why is Daddy sitting there? 

   Still motionless. 

  He came up quietly. 

  I saw that there were cigarette butts under his feet. It turned out that the bright spot was that 

Daddy was smoking. 

  He sat numbly, and he didn't notice when he came. 

Sudden 

  He saw tears on Daddy's face. 

  Oh my god, Daddy is still crying secretly here at such a big man! 

  The daddy who has always been as tall as Mount Tai and as strong as steel can cry. 



  He blinked his big eyes, and the drowsiness dissipated. 

  Looking around, it turned out that he went to the wrong place. This is not a bathroom at all, but in 

the back garden. 

Chapter 1214: Forget it, let them go 

 

 

   "Daddy." Coco pushed Li Zhenting and asked childishly, "It's so late, why don't you go to bed?" 

   Li Zhenting was woken up by Ke Ke, he was shocked, wiped the tears off his face, and asked, "Ke 

Ke, why are you here?" 

   "Daddy, I want to take a pee, I went to the wrong place." 

   "Oh, then go back to sleep." Li Zhenting hurriedly stood up, only then did he feel that his legs and 

feet were numb. 

   "Daddy, why are you hiding here and crying?" 

   "Nonsense, Daddy couldn't sleep and just sat here." Of course Li Zhenting would not admit that he 

was crying. 

   "No, liar, I clearly saw you crying." 

"No." 

   "Daddy, is it because of Mommy that you are crying?" The little guy still persisted in asking. 

  Actually, when Mommy came back this time, Keke obviously felt that Mommy was much colder 

towards Daddy. 

  In the past, Daddy always bullied Mummy, he felt that Mummy was so pitiful, but now, he felt that 

Daddy was a little pitiful. 

   "It's nothing, what does the kid know, go back to sleep." Li Zhenting took Ke Ke's hand and sent him 

into the bedroom. 

   Watching the little guy climb onto the bed, he stood by the bed for a while, looked at Shen Ning's 

face, and finally turned around and left. 

   the next day. 

  Shen Ning continued to look for Zhu Qixiong, and couldn't take care of work. 

  She thinks that Zhu Qixiong has a strong self-esteem, and she doesn't know what's going on after 

being hit like a dog at this time. As a friend, she can't just watch him fall into danger and ignore it. 

  Li Group. 



"Mr. Li, do you really want to stop suppressing Zhu's Group? This is the critical moment. This time, as 

long as we work harder, Zhu's Group will definitely be ruined, and we will be able to acquire it smoothly 

by then." Cold-blooded anxiously walked in. 

  Everything was going according to plan, but suddenly, Li Zhenting gave the order to give up, which 

made him puzzled. 

   "Forget it, let them go." Li Zhenting frowned slightly. 

"But Mr. Li, Zhu Qiming and Xu Xiangzhi are a pair of lunatics, one is more greedy than the other. It is 

not too much to die a hundred times for the things they did, and if they don't take the opportunity to kill 

them this time, wait for them to live. Come here, in the future they don’t know how many small tricks 

they will do behind the scenes, and we will be the victims in the future, the shopping mall is like a 

battlefield, we can’t be kind.” Leng Xue was in a hurry, and persuaded him earnestly. 

  But Li Zhenting's deep and cold face remained calm and unchanged. 

  He still insisted on letting the Zhu Group go, and did not give him a chance to refute. 

  Cold-blooded and innocent, he had no choice but to take orders and leave, but in his heart he hated 

the two vampires Zhu Qiming and Xu Xiangzhi to the extreme. 

  During this time, Li Zhenting chased his wife thousands of miles away and was not in the company. 

Zhu Qiming did many despicable and shameless things in secret. Not only did he frame the Li Group and 

ruin the reputation of the Li Group, he also used many tricks and stole away many customers. Most 

importantly, they also united with the Wu Family Come to suppress the Li Group. 

  In the past, according to Li Zhenting's temper, Zhu's group would die a hundred times, but this 

time... 

  Cold-blooded only finds the indignation unbearable! 

  But no one can change his mind about what Mr. Li decides, he has tried his best! 

  Shaw Villa 

   "Ding Ding, Xiao Xiao, let me tell you something." After breakfast, the three came to the game 

room upstairs, and Ke Ke whispered in a mysterious manner. 

Chapter 1215: made a decision 

 

 

   "What's the matter?" Ding Ding and Xiao Xiao asked curiously. 

   "Tell you, Daddy was secretly crying in the back garden in the middle of last night." Coco whispered 

in their ears. 

   "Ah, how could this be?" 



   Ding Ding and Xiaoxiao's faces changed color. 

   "Why is Daddy crying? Did you fight with someone?" Ding Ding was very puzzled. 

   "I know what's going on." Xiao Xiao said seriously at this time, "He must have had a fight with 

Mommy, and Mommy gave him a bad look." 

   "Xiao Xiao, do you also think that Daddy is crying because of Mommy?" Ke Ke asked. 

   "Yes, Mummy is very indifferent to Daddy, and has always ignored him." 

   "Yes, I also think Daddy is not as annoying as before, and he is a little afraid of Mommy." Ding Ding 

thought so after scratching his head. 

"So you all think so, then if Daddy gets better, shouldn't we help Daddy to make Mommy forgive him? 

Otherwise, Daddy is so pitiful." Ke Ke thought of the look on Daddy's face last night. Tears, made a 

decision, decided to help daddy and mommy reconcile. 

   "Okay, I agree." Xiaoxiao raised her hand first, "I want Mommy and Daddy, and I want our family to 

live happily together." 

   "I am willing too. I want Daddy to take our family on a cruise." Ding Ding thought of the cruise and 

agreed. 

   "Then we really need to talk more about Daddy in front of Mommy." 

   "That may not be enough." 

   "Then what else to do?" 

"I don't know either." 

   "How about, let's Baidu." 

  … 

  So, San Xiao only took the IP and clicked on Baidu to get busy. 

   Today Shen Ning searched outside again but still couldn't find Zhu Qixiong, because he was afraid 

that the babies would be hungry, so he had to come back early. 

   "Mommy, please drink water." 

   "Mommy, please sit down." 

   "Mommy, let me beat your back." 

  The three little ones came up to meet her, one brought water, one carried her bag, and the other 

ran to the back to beat Shen Ning's back. 

  Shen Ning was stalked by the three little ones, but his eyes were looking into the bedroom: 

   "Are the younger brothers and sisters awake?" 



   "No, today we took good care of our little brother and little sister." The three little ones rushed to 

answer while busy. 

  Shen Ning took the water glass and drank it, and sat on the sofa, while the three little ones beat her 

legs and massaged her, it was very uncomfortable. 

   "Ke Ke, Ding Ding, Xiao Xiao, why are you so nice to Mommy today?" She hadn't been treated like a 

queen for a long time, so she couldn't help asking happily. 

   "Daddy said that Mummy has worked hard at work, and asked us to take good care of you." Coco's 

mouth is the sweetest, so let's be sweet, and even moved Daddy out. 

  Shen Ning was speechless. 

   "Mum, we haven't had your meal for a long time, can you cook us a meal?" Ding Ding asked 

coquettishly, beating Shen Ning's calf. 

   "Mum, I also want to eat the fried fish **** you made. The lion's head is over. Can you make it for 

us?" Shen Ning directly hugged Shen Ning's neck and kissed her face. 

  Shen Ning searched for Zhu Qixiong for a day but found nothing. As soon as he got home, he was 

dizzy by these small groups. 

   "Okay, Mommy will make it for you to eat. You have to help Mommy look after the little brothers 

and sisters." 

   "Yeah, thanks Mommy." 

  The three little ones rejoiced. 

  Shen Ning was completely exhausted, hugged and kissed them one by one before getting up to 

cook. 

  Aunt Dong was busy in the kitchen, she was very happy when she heard Shen Ning said that she was 

going to make dinner for the children, so she helped her. 

  Here, Ke Ke, Ding Ding and Xiao Xiao saw that Mommy was really cooking, they winked at each 

other, and the three ran upstairs. 

Chapter 1216: so good that she was a little skeptical 

 

 

   "Hurry up, call Daddy." As soon as the three little ones came up, Ke Ke went to find the phone. 

  The three little ones started lying down together to call Li Zhenting. 

  The call got through quickly. 

   Li Zhenting's magnetic voice sounded gently on the other end of the phone. 



   "Daddy, Mommy will cook us a sumptuous dinner today, come over to eat after you get off work." 

Ke Ke said with a smile. 

   "Really?" Li Zhenting's eyes lit up. 

  "Really, Daddy, Mummy cooks very hard, you have to show something when you come back, do you 

understand what I mean?" 

express? Li Zhenting was taken aback. 

  Uh, dare to say that his EQ is not as good as that of a child. 

"okay, I get it." 

   "Daddy, Mommy likes to eat chocolate, the round one with wine in it, don't forget to buy it." Ding 

Ding urged. 

"okay." 

   But he felt strange, does Shen Ning like to eat this stuff? Why didn't he know, at this moment, the 

children's quarrel came from the other end of the phone: 

   "Hmph, Ding Ding, do you like it or Mommy likes it?" 

   "Of course Mommy likes to eat." 

   "Nonsense, I think you like to eat." 

  … 

"Okay, stop arguing, no matter who likes to eat, Daddy will buy it, children, what else do you like to eat, 

tell me, I will buy them all later, it will be a reward for you." Li Zhenting laughed Laughing, interrupted 

their quarrel, and asked with a smile. 

   "Mochi, diamond beans, flow heart cake..." 

  The three snacks talked about a lot of delicious things. 

   Li Zhenting smiled and took the notes. 

   After hanging up the phone, he immediately rushed to the mall. 

   "Ning Ning, can you finish eating so much?" Li Wanqing asked after seeing that Shen Ning had 

cooked so many dishes and was still cutting lotus root to make lotus root clips. 

   "It's okay, the children like to eat it, I can make it for them if I have time, it won't be too much." 

Shen Ning smiled slightly, and began to put meat in the lotus root for frying. 

  At this moment, a special guard came in and said, "Miss Shen, the babies are awake and need to be 

fed." 

   "Okay, I'll go right away." Shen Ning became anxious when he heard that, and put down the lotus 

root folder. 



   "Ning Ning, go quickly, leave this to me, I will do it." Upon hearing this, Li Wanqing immediately 

took over the work in Shen Ning's hands. 

   "Well, thank you." Shen Ning immediately went to wash his hands, and hurriedly walked towards 

the bedroom after washing. 

  The two little ones started crying after waking up, with their mouths curled up, crying sobbingly. 

   Shen Ning was very distressed, picked up one and started feeding. 

   While breastfeeding, her phone rang. 

  She immediately asked the special nurse to bring it over. It was the company's financial officer who 

told her the good news that the company made a profit of 50 million last month. 

  She was a little dazed when she heard that. 

  It seems that since she left the imperial capital, Gu Qi has started to make a profit every month, and 

it is getting better every month, which makes her feel a little suspicious. 

  Yes, when she left, Gu Qi was indeed on the right track and started to make money. 

   But when it comes to raw materials and various costs, if you really want to make a profit, it will 

take three months of normal operation before there will be a lot of money. But now, it seems so good 

that she is a little suspicious. 

   Doubts are doubts, but it is also true that the company's performance is very good. She has seen it 

with her own eyes when she went to work in the past two days. 

  After putting down the phone, just about to throw away the phone, a news popped up on the page. 

   She glanced casually and pursed her lips. 

I saw it read: The Li Group has stopped suppressing the Zhu Group, and now the Zhu Group finally has a 

chance to survive the crisis, but there are serious cracks in the Zhu Group, and the company's 

management headed by Zhu Qiming is not stopping. The old shareholders are constantly being 

suppressed, and internal conflicts are frequent. From the current point of view, it is hard to get back. If 

they want to make a comeback, it depends on whether the Zhu family can produce a talent who can 

control the overall situation. 

Chapter 1217: This is specially bought for you by Daddy 

 

 

   "Children are eating." After feeding the two babies, Shen Ning worked hard for a while before 

starting to eat. 

   "Here we come." The three little guys hurriedly washed their hands, and ran over and climbed onto 

the table after washing. 

  Aunt Dong began to serve the dishes one by one. 



   "Strange, why hasn't Daddy come back yet?" Coco looked towards the front door with her little 

head. 

   "I'll call him." Xiaoxiao immediately called the watch. 

   After a while, the call was connected. 

   "Daddy, why haven't you come back yet? We're about to eat." 

  At this moment, Li Zhenting came out with big and small bags of food. 

   These little **** bought so many snacks, it took him a lot of time to find them one by one. 

   "It's coming soon, wait for me." 

   Li Zhenting got into the car, and the car drove out quickly. 

   "Aren't you hungry? Why don't you eat?" Shen Ning came out after busy work and saw the children 

all with their hands on the table, sitting upright but not eating, he couldn't help being surprised. 

  The three little ones just shook their heads: "I'll eat later." 

   "Why? Is it because it's not delicious?" Shen Ning was very surprised. 

   "No, it's delicious." 

  The little ones looked at a large table full of food, which was their favorite food, and their mouths 

were almost drooling, but they had to wait for Daddy to come back to eat together, otherwise they 

couldn't call it a reunion dinner. 

   "If it tastes good, eat it quickly, otherwise, it won't taste good when the dish gets cold." Shen Ning 

smiled and told them to eat quickly. 

   "Okay." The three little ones agreed, but still did not move their chopsticks, and looked outside 

eagerly. 

  Shen Ning looked strange and was about to ask a question, when Li Wanqing came over with a 

smile and hugged the baby, and the special guard who followed also hugged one. 

   "Call Mommy." Li Wanqing teased with a smile. 

  Shen Ning immediately turned around and picked up the child. 

   is the little brother. 

This little guy is very energetic, looking around with a pair of black round eyes. As soon as Shen Ning 

picked him up, he looked at Shen Ning, squeaking non-stop, and he didn't know what he was saying. 

something. 

  Shen Ning laughed happily. 

   Seeing this, the three little guys also came over to play with the little guys, and forgot to eat for a 

while. 



   Until the sound of a car's engine came from outside. 

  The three little guys hurried back to the dining table and sat down. 

  Daddy is finally back! They can have a good meal now, and they don't have to tease their silly 

siblings who only know how to babble anymore. 

  At this time, footsteps sounded. 

  Everyone looked up. 

  The handsome and handsome man strode in, holding a large bag of things in one hand, and a large 

bouquet of fresh roses in the other, looking radiant. 

   "Hi, Daddy." The three little ones said with a smile, their eyes fixed on the bag of snacks in their left 

hand, and then they swarmed up to take the bag from him, opened it and shared the food on the spot. 

   "Ning Ning, here it is for you." Li Zhenting came over and delivered the flowers in front of her, with 

a sincere expression on his face, and the special guard at the side immediately hugged the child from 

Shen Ning's hands. 

  Looking at the reunion of the family, Li Wanqing secretly winked at Aunt Dong, and retreated with 

the baby in her arms. 

   Only Shen Ning, Li Zhenting and three brats who were sharing snacks were left in the living room. 

  Shen Ning looked at the rose, which was so delicate and fragrant, but he didn't reach out to take it, 

not knowing what Li Zhenting was going to do. 

   Today she is cooking for the children, not for him, so why does he buy roses? 

   "Ning Ning, the children are watching, please take it." Li Zhenting took a step forward, his pleasant 

voice was low and rich. 

  As soon as Shen Ning raised his eyes, he saw three little guys looking at them with a big bag of food 

each. 

   "Mummy, Daddy's roses are so beautiful, take them quickly." 

   "Mum, this is specially bought for you by Daddy, take it quickly." 

   "Mommy, take it quickly, we are starving to death." 

  In the end, Ke Ke said that she was starving to death, which made Shen Ning wake up, and reached 

out to take the rose. 

Chapter 1218: Just promise once, okay? 

 

 

   "Thank you." She reluctantly said thank you. 



  I promised him last night that if he could let the Zhu Group go, she would improve her relationship 

with him and get along in harmony in front of the children on the surface. 

  Now he has indeed let the Zhu Group go. 

  She has no reason to blindly reject him. 

   "Yeah, Daddy and Mommy are great!" The third child saw Shen Ning accepting the flowers, thinking 

that they had a good relationship, very happy, and gave them a thumbs up. 

   Shen Ning glared at them angrily: "Put away the snacks and eat first." 

  Ding Ding looked at the tempting chocolate, and his mouth was about to salivate. He was about to 

tear off the package. After hearing Shen Ning's order, he had to put the snacks aside. 

   "Remember, you can't just buy snacks for the children in the future. It's not good for them to eat 

too much." Shen Ning taught Li Zhenting a sullen face. 

   "Okay, okay, I see." Li Zhenting immediately agreed with a smile on his face, how dare he explain 

anything, as long as she is happy. 

   "Daddy, Mommy, let's eat quickly." The three little ones couldn't eat any snacks, so they aimed 

their eyes at the food on the table, and surrounded the table with cheers. 

   "Okay, eat quickly." Shen Ning smiled and sat down. 

   Li Zhenting immediately sat down next to her, picked up chopsticks, picked up a rib for her and put 

it in her bowl: "Ningning, you've worked hard, eat quickly." 

  Shen Ning was petite, and Li Zhenting was tall and tall. When he sat next to her, it seemed that half 

of the country surrounded her. 

  She immediately felt uncomfortable, and was about to move the chair, but unexpectedly, Li 

Zhenting stretched out a hand and landed on her waist, rubbing it lightly. 

  The man's warm palm temperature was instantly transmitted to her body, giving her a tingling 

numbness. 

  She stretched out her hand to break the salty pig's hand. 

   "Xiao Xiao, quickly bring your mommy a glass of water, she's a little thirsty." Li Zhenting suddenly 

said to Xiao Xiao, and Xiao Xiao's eyes immediately looked this way. 

   Shen Ning had to stop the hand that originally wanted to push him away fiercely, and he had to be 

kind on the surface, but in his heart he wanted to beat Li Zhenting out. 

   Finally finished a meal. 

  Shen Ning felt that Li Zhenting didn't come to eat at all, but came to take advantage of her, and she 

happened to be in front of the children, so she couldn't resist too much. 

  After eating a meal, Shen Ning felt like he was on fire. 



   "Mum, we want to go out to play, can you and Daddy take us to play together?" When the meal 

was almost finished, Ke Ke begged Shen Ning with her small face raised. 

"That's right, Mommy, we haven't gone out to play for a long time. Others have daddy and mommy to 

take them to play. We are so pitiful. We have never gone out to play together." Ding Ding also pursed 

his mouth and acted like a baby. , she ran to Shen Ning and took her hand, her face full of longing. 

Not to be outdone, Xiaoxiao said, "Mommy, when I was young, my brother and I stayed at home every 

winter and summer vacation. Others had daddy to accompany us, but we didn't. At that time, we really 

hoped that daddy would accompany us to go out and play together. Now I found Daddy, but Daddy 

never went out to play with us, shall we go out together too?" 

  The three little fellows begged Shen Ning together. 

  Shen Ning couldn't react for a while, the three little ones were just going crazy, they came out all of 

a sudden, which made her at a loss. 

  Li Zhenting winked at the three little ones, and all the three little ones ran into Shen Ning's arms, 

shaking their hands and thumping their backs, all of them begging: "Mummy, just promise once, okay?" 

   "Okay." Shen Ning couldn't bear it and had to reluctantly agree, "It's just that the little brothers and 

sisters are still young, they can't go out, Mommy has to feed them." 

   "It's okay, I'll be back in the evening." Li Zhenting answered beside him. 

   "Then where do you want to go?" Shen Ning couldn't think of where to take them to play, a little at 

a loss. 

  At this time, Ding Ding happily said: "We are going to go out to sea on Daddy's cruise ship." 

   "..." Shen Ning was stunned for a moment, not knowing how to answer. 

Chapter 1219: The last bit of warmth is gone 

 

 

   "Yes, Mommy, we're going to go out to sea on Daddy's cruise ship. We're going to catch shrimp, 

fish, and barbecue." Coco and Xiaoxiao were very excited. 

  Shen Ning couldn't help turning his face to Li Zhenting. 

   "The children all want to go, so let's go." Li Zhenting nodded. 

"Do you have the time?" 

   "Squeeze out if you don't have one." 

   "Well, then you take them." 

   Li Zhenting was taken aback, his face turned dark, this dead woman, is it just that he took the 

children out to play, and if so, do you have to ask her? 



  She didn't even want to go out with them! 

  He winked at the children again. 

   "Mum, you have to go with us too. If you don't go, then what's the point of us." Coco was the first 

to bring it up. 

  Ding Ding and Xiao Xiao also raised their hands to object: "Mommy, we want to eat barbecue and 

grilled fish. If you don't go, then we won't be able to eat it. No, you must go with us, Mommy." 

   Shen Ning was a little helpless, and when he turned his head, he saw Li Zhenting's face full of pride. 

She felt blocked, and when she was about to speak, Li Zhenting looked at her and said, "Ningning, the 

children's request is very simple, can't you agree to them once? Since we were young, we really owed 

them, we should take them Going out to play, what do you think?" 

   "Okay." Under the coercion and temptation of the four big and small, Shen Ning had no choice but 

to agree. 

   "Yeah, that's great." The family cheered. 

   Shen Ning was very helpless. 

  In the last dog days of summer, the sun is scorching the earth violently. 

  On the stairs of an eight-story building, a young man was climbing up the stairs carrying a bag of 

rice. His back was soaked, and sweat was dripping from his forehead like rain. 

   He gritted his teeth, carried Mi up to the eighth floor, and rang the client's doorbell. 

   "Send it to my home." A middle-aged woman opened the door, and Hao ordered him bluntly. 

  He lowered his head, and moved Mi to her designated position. 

   Before he had time to catch his breath, he turned around and ran downstairs in a hurry, stepped on 

the motorcycle and rushed to another place. 

  This time, there are two boxes of mineral water. 

  The place to be delivered is a remote urban village. There is a section of the road where 

motorcycles cannot enter, so he has to carry it by himself. 

  Originally, these two orders were not within his mission, but others were unwilling to accept them, 

and he was a newcomer, so he had no choice but to accept them. 

  Because the time was tight to take these two orders, seeing that the delivery time on the mobile 

phone was approaching, he had no choice but to step on the motorcycle. 

   It's just that, when he tried his best to rush there, he was still late. 

  This resident is a bitter and mean aunt. She was dissatisfied with him, so she directly buried him, 

and finally complained to the platform. 

  The platform deducted a full two hundred yuan from him. 



   This day is worthless! 

  When night fell, he slumped on a bench by the street, his face a dull gray. 

   Until this moment, he realized the hardships of the working people at the bottom. 

  He is Zhu Qixiong. 

  That day, after he asked Zhang Xiaoxian to have dinner and went home, the villa was locked. 

  The next day, some court staff came to seal the villa. 

  His villa entered the foreclosure process. 

  The home left by his mother, the last bit of tenderness is gone. 

   After losing everything, he finally saw the true face of the world. His original friends of wine and 

meat disappeared, and he didn't even have a place to live. 

  During this period, he slept in the park, ate only steamed buns to satisfy his hunger, and drank tap 

water every day, but no matter how miserable he was, he never went back to that home. 

  Xu Xiangzhi, that vicious woman took everything from him. 

  At this time, his biggest feeling is that poverty is not terrible, but the most terrible thing is the 

human heart. 

   After wandering for a week, he found a job as a courier. 

  He didn't know what to do for the rest of his life, and he didn't want to do anything, he just wanted 

to be decadent like this. 

  Today he delivered dozens of couriers, but because he was complained about one order, the 

remaining money was only enough for food. 

   After a long time, he stood up, stepped on the motorcycle with tired steps, and headed towards a 

bridge hole. 

   Sitting in the bridge hole, recalling how absurd and unbelievable my life was! 

Chapter 1220: later will be a burden 

 

   Zhu's Mansion. 

   "Mom, Zhu Qixiong's villa was sold for 100 million yuan, and I have already secretly transferred the 

finances to our account." Zhu Qiming pulled Xu Xiangzhi aside and said in a low voice. 

"Okay, that **** is indeed rich." Xu Xiangzhi's eyes were full of greed. Although the money finally went 

to her and the child, she was also very jealous. A good mother's family is still different. 

   "Mom, your method is really clever. Now all the property of the eldest brother is on my head, 

which is great." Zhu Qiming was very happy. 



   "Qiming, now is not the time to be happy. The Li Group has not suppressed the Zhu Group. If this is 

the case, those shareholders will easily discover the money we have taken away." Xu Xiangzhi was 

startled. 

  After the Zhu Group was strongly suppressed by the Li Group, it had no room to survive and had to 

go bankrupt. 

  Xu Xiangzhi and Zhu Qiming together, decided to take a drastic drudgery, and use Zhu Qiming's 

power to transfer all the properties of the Zhu Group to their accounts. 

  And they have secretly started to prepare for immigration, wanting to immigrate to Singapore. 

  The current Zhu Group is just an empty shell, and Xu Xiangzhi's mother and son are really rich. 

"Don't worry, our money has already been transferred, and the villas and overseas assets have been 

allocated. Even if they find out, so what, the money will never come back, and now the Zhu's Group can 

only go bankrupt." Zhu Qiming A look of indifference. 

   "That's right." Xu Xiangzhi was still a little scared, "However, you have to be vigilant, and you 

should be afraid of everything if you don't have ten thousand." 

  At this time, Zhu Qiming suddenly raised his head and asked, "By the way, Mom, we're leaving, 

what should Dad do?" 

  Xu Xiangzhi snorted disdainfully: "He is old and naturally cannot go with us. Besides, he has serious 

cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases. If he goes with us, he will be a burden in the future." 

   "Then what if Dad stays here alone?" 

"You, you really care about him." Xu Xiangzhi rolled his eyes at him, "Don't worry, I wish the old lady still 

has a family property, she is so old, why don't you take her to the ground, she won't ignore your father 

Yes, besides, there is Jin Zhi staying here, she will take care of your father." 

   "Golden Branch? Just her? Just don't make Dad mad." Zhu Qiming snorted. 

   "If that's the case, it's his fate. Who made him dote on him since he was a child." Xu Xiangzhi didn't 

have the slightest bit of compassion, and was already very impatient. 

  Zhu Qiming stopped talking after listening. 

  The weather was dull at night, Zhu Qixiong walked around on a motorcycle. 

   Until you stop in front of a building, look up. 

  In the night, the big characters of Zhu's Group shone dimly. 

  He glanced and was about to leave. 

Sudden 

  A striking banner over there flutters in the night. 



  He took a closer look, and saw that it read: Zhu's Group will not pay back wages, and return our 

hard-earned money. 

  Has the Zhu Group reached this point? 

  He stood there dumbfounded. 

  How did Zhu Qiming become the president? Actually got a good company to this point. 

  He remembered how his mother was busy working for the company when he was a child. At that 

time, his father listened to his mother in everything, and gave everything for the company until he 

collapsed on the hospital bed and was diagnosed with such a disease. 

   Now that I think about it, my mother is so great! 

   "Master Zhu." Just as he was losing his mind, a red Samati suddenly stopped beside him, the door 

opened, and a girl stepped out of it, shouting at him. 

 


